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  Synopsis. This article gives a note on the old problem that a large plate

   flanged with a circular plug is subjected to a pair ef edge forces. It is

   based on the principle of the miniinum strain-energy of the whole system,

   by allowing the discrepancy between tangential displacements at the

   jttnction of the plate and the plug. Numerical calculation reveals a
   considerable increase in the maximum circumferential tensile stress.

   The analytical soltttion for a plate, with a circular hole and no inser-

tion in it, was given by G. Kirsch as old as in 1898i), and the same problem

was independently treated by S. Timoshenko2). It is well known that

the maximum circumferential normal stress is three times the stress at

infinity for tension, aRd four times the stress at infinity for shear, and

occurs at the edge of the hole. This is the first and oldestamong solutions

of the "perforated problems."

   The present article gives a note on the stress distribution around a

circular hole in a piate subjected to a pair of paraliel and uniform edge

forces, the hole being inserted with a heterogenous solid plug. The problem

is said to be related with the practical construction that a plate is riveted

by a solid bolt.

   The similar problem that a heterogeneous circular ring is inserted will

be related to the so-called reinforcement of a plate. This often occurs in

practice especially in aeroplane construction, where welding of material is

of ne use, and the plate is subjected to a considerable magnitude of teRsion

and in addition to a strong vibration.

   These two problems have been treated by the lakte K. Sezawa and

Professor G. Nishimura of Tokyo University by means of their method

of dilataeion and rotation since more than twenty years ago2). Later C.

Gurney treated independently the latter problem, viz., a plate with a

concentric circular ring, by means of Airy's stress-function3).

   These two kinds of solutions are of course in accordance with each

other provided that several misprints are corrected, since the boundary

conditions assumed are the same. These are based on the perfect continuity
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of stresses and displacements along the circumferential boundary, which

would seem to involve a careless oversight.

    In this regard the late K. Suyehiro treated the problem on the assurnp-

tion that there is no frictional re$istance along the circumferential bound-

ary and that the discrepancy between tangential displacements along the

boundary may occur under the restriction that the plate and the circular plug

are of the same material"). It will be seeR, however, that this solution is

based on a rather artificial assumption, and that from the theoretical point of

view such a boundary conditien can by Ro means be realized, the reason being

in the violence of the principle of minimum strain-energy.

    Gurney worked eut many numerical examples with elaborate but

plausible-according to the authors' viewpoint-curves, and he insisted en

the reinforcement around a hole by the insertion of a concentric ring which

is thicker than the surreunding plate. But this will call for a scrutiny as

will be seen later on.

    The present device for attacking this problem lies in our intuitlon

that would admit of ghe existence of the case in which no separation at

                                                                A -th..the junction takes place, which is meant by the perfect continuity of rr, re

and u (radial displacement) referred to plane polar coordinates. But as foy

the fourth condition for v (tangential displacement), the perfect continuity

would be open to doubt. In fact, if a loose contact at the junction is

realized, the tangential displacements there may easily be discrepant, whilst

if a firm and perfect contace is secured, no sliding takes place.

    It should then be assumed that the fourth condition cited is replaced

by that of minimum strain-energy

of the whole system considered.

It follows that the possible state

of stress distributioR is not

unique, but is between the two

cited conditions; that is, these two

give the limiting states of stress

distribtttion.

    Boundary conditions for the

present problem are here tal<en to

be (Fig. I):

  1. At the junction of the plug

and the plate, where r =a,
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         <Ft)r..a == (iJ)t!)r=a, (fo)r..a= (rAOI)...a, (u)r..a m= (ul)rma,

                                                              (1)
         (v)r=#a == (Vi)r=ta g-" Vsin2o,

in which tangeBtial displacements there rnay be discrepant, and the quantity

V in the last equation will be determined from the condition of minimum

strain-energy of the whole elastic system.
                                                  '
  2. At an indefinitely great distance from the origin of coordinates, the

plate is subjected to a pair of paral!el and uniform tensile forces, say T,

in the direction of the axis of x, which ls expressed by

            (XAX)r== oe == T, (YAY)r ==- =" O･ (X3)r== ea =: O. (2)

                                                    '

    In the above and in what follows, quantities with no prime refer to

the plate and those with prime to the plug.

    Referring to plane polar coordinates, Airy's stress-functions suitable

for the above boundary-value problem are as follows:

  1) Stress-function for the plate:

            z(r, e) =t Ao r2 +B, logr+ (Br2 +C+ Df'-2) cos2e. (3)

  2) Stress-function for the plug:

                 zi (r, 0) m A,!r2 + (A'r" +B!r2) cos20. (4)

    Here A,,Be,･･･D and Aoi, Ai, Bi are constants to be determined from

the boundary conditions (1); the coordinates (r, e)being taken as indicated

in Fig. 1.

    Stresses are derived by the operations

          rAi--]}-g/?+;.ig,gi,ii7,", 0, -ta,t',Xx,,, rAe=--gl,,(-li-g$); (5)

      rt'7;i==ny;%X,-1+S.,%f//bC, e'-,"=/-r'//l, rAo!=--8--,(}Q･tbf)･ (6)

    Then the substitution of (3) into (5) affords

         Z.:12,:o,ZBtl..,,.l:E-3.B-`S';,6/d/IC,ZS,:0,1l, ,,,

         rAo :::: ( 2B---29, ---69,)sin2e,                                                    i
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which are the expressions for the plate. The substitution of (4) into

( 6 ) affords

            rAt'! =2A,! +( -2B') cos20, 1

            eAti =2A,' -l- (12 AirE +2B!) cos2e, ? (8)

            f:ei= (6 Air2 +2Bx)sin2e, j

which are the expressions for the plug.

   Expressions for displacements can in general be obtained by the opera-

tions

            u=Se,rdr+fi(e), li (g)
            v ::: r S eeedO - SSerrdrde - S fi(0)de + A(r), j

where strains are defined by

            au as lav lau av v            -a-r, eee == T. + LiJ- srt , ere := Taf? + b-r - ?ma･       err =

   In an elastic solid slightly strained from the unstressed state the compo-

nents of strain are linear functions of the components of stress, and then,

assuming the plane-stress state, £he stress-strain relations are

       err -= ]£i (rA, - aeAt), eee ==i k (eAt -arA,), e.e == 2(IE+ a) rAt.

   Then after some arriount of calculations, the expressions for displacements

become as follows:

 1) Displacements in the plate:

     u== }[2 (1 -o) A,r-(1+a)B-i-g )
              + {-2a+ as) Br +4 vC +2(i + a) 9,} cos2o], L ' eo)

     v= i£} {2(1 + if) Br - 2(1 - a) -C. +2(1 -l- a) 9,} sin 2o.

                                                      f

 2) Displacements in the plug:

      i"l':I/llll12,1i,I11)Axj;1.:IXI!Sl'b3;}2g,i-s,{!'B!r}cos2o]･l,,,,
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   Here Eandodenote respectively Young's modulus and Poisson's ratlo

for the pla£e, and Ef and a' those for the plug. It can be shown that the
arbitrary functions fi(0) and fL(r) in (9) vanish, when there is no rigid dis-

placement as a whole of the solid considered. This is the reason why these

terms are suppressed in equations (10) and (11). '

    The total strain-energy, say PY] of the system is the sum of that in the

plate and that in the plug, so that we have

     W :- 21EE gS.ea [(t)' + 3)t2) -2aF} bZtr + 2,1 + a) rAo2'jl/ rdrdo

           + 2-IE7 iSg [(rA.!2 + 0Ati2) - 2a'iJ)r' 2 )0i + 2(1 + ai) rno'i2] rdrda (l2)

    Then we must have

                          aw                              == O, (13)                          'b''V''

which implies that the total strain-energy is a minimum.

    The traBsforrnation of stress systems is in general effected by the

equatlons

           fr - 5- (x'-x + yAy) + b- (xMi -- pt) cos2o+ xO sin2o, 1/

           ot ... i(xA. + ytMyS)- -i (.A. - yAy) cos20- xAy sin20, i

           lt=" --S(xA.-yAt)sin2o+xt'ycos2e. j

    Then (2) is written in the forms

      <fi)>,...=: -Zll -t- [Zllcos2e, ' (e'Ho-)...oo == iZll --Scos2o, 1

                                                         r (14)
      (i7re)...,.. -r-fsin2e. j,

    On the other hand, at a great distance from the origin, equations (7)

reduce to

                     (ff)t),., .. =` 2Ae --- 2B cos 2 e,

                     (tiItr)... .. == 2Ae + 2B cos 2 0,

                     (r'-e"),.. .. == 2B sin20･

    On comparing these with (14), we must have
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                   2A, .., Igl, 2B--S <is)

    EquatioBs (7) and (10) take for the present the forms

            i)r=at(Z2+t/23o)-y(-T2--gC,,-6B--)cos2e, ]

            oAt =:= (-g- t- -E.,em) -l- (- -T2- .-F6il,l/),.s2o, 1?･ (16)

                                                      I
            rt-e'= (--T2-2.C--si-6Pt)sin20; j

  u -s [e - a) 2T- --- a + a) tAlt/ -- {a + a) S+ 4S･. + 2(i + a) tk} cos2e]･1(i7)

  v := S{-(1 + a) 2T･- - 2(1 - a) .C-,, + 2(1 + a) ,D-,}sSn 2 0. I

   The next step to the problem is te determine the remaining constants

                    Bo, A.e'; C, D, A', B!,

all of which will involve the unknown constant V in linear form. These

constants can be determined from the boundary conditions < 1 ), which gives

rise with (16), (8), (17) and (11) to the conditional equations

              -T2 a- E.lg･ ==:2z<xoi, -Zil -4'!il,. '-6Sl,l =: pm2Bi,

                    : 1-2 -[}, -- 6 t)ll- = 6 A'a2 +2B',

             S C(i pm a)tli-l- ri (i + a)E.--;] - S--)- 2 (i - a!) A,i,

     ]Ei- [(1 + a)igl + 4 [ll, + 2(1 + a)2,] == I21･I--;- [- 4aiA!a2 -2(1 + a')Bi],

     ff1 [-a + a)S - 2(l - a).-C, + 2(1 + a)2=]

                            v S, [2(3 + ai)Aia2 + 2(1 -F ai)B'] + aV-.

   These equatioRs can be solved simultaneously, and be rearranged in the

following forms:

            ',11 #/ 2Ao' t2 lit

            llil l l.-t.me.iggn -t"mug 111,,l :O' (i8)
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         trCi a2, Aia2 Bi {l I,
                                                       l
          1 1 --1 -1 -1 I･
                                                       it
          i 2 i o ol-:o, ag)
                                                      i
        iS}a i i2 litaa'! n i l,
                                                       i
          o o -i-n(3-af) o -H-4Ev l
                                                 Ta i                            1 +ai
                                                       I

where

             n=:E,3i, pt=2at/Z?F'b')ww, F`'==2'"a'E+'um"--3--7---i-} (2o)

so that, if n<1, the plug is more rigid than the surrounding plate; and

vice versa. On solving (18) and (19), we obtain

      tJls' '=" zii:,(}¥ .a '-"' l'matt･mu3'; ")S･ ･ Ae' =" i i}a-T2-'

                                                              (21)
                   A, ... i + aiibi---(ia, ,pm al)n;

  ::l, = li[- 2(i - n) (i -n + l-+4 ".,)f + (i -- n + i+".i)(=.-E V)],

  2, = >[a - n) (! -n + i 4+".!){+ 2 (ndri-b'-i k' a!)(ptaPt V)]'

                       '                 A/ a2= -li(pmi+n+ 'i-lruau)(pt-apt V), (22)

  Bi =: {li kpt+4. (i - n + i4-t--.f)i'- yp 2(i nd " -i SIi a bi- r'Sai)(i Ztlf V)], ,

              A == (-- 1+n+-i-{-r-ff) (1 -n+I4{-n.,); i

A, and A being determinants of the simultaneous equations (18) and (19)

respectively.

    Our last step to the problem is to determine Y in (22), wkich will be

effected by (13). Equation (12) which is for W is a quadratic form with

respect to stresses, and equations (22) are of linear form with respect to

 V, and hence (l3) wil} give rise to a linear equation for U After some

amount of calculation, we thus obtain
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                   3-a    V = g-t7--b----...............lww:lli'um3 if ¢i {- n9f (¢ii + 2 ¢,i)

        1+ o`

  Hence

  1) Stresses in the plate

     rAt -S[i + f･ +

     0A, ..f[i -- f,.+

     fi.ti .. z
               2

 2) Stresses in the plug (

           rAri==Z
               2
           ,t-o.,=,z
               2
           rAtf==' IZ]{t

where, for shortness,

and f, fi, g, g', ¢i,

ai and n, which follow.

              'vi(

     g -= -S(i -- rp) (i

       ¢i === w2- (1 - n --

     ¢,i -nt S(-

                 3-a
                 1, ±..a '     Kin' ¥'t; .a. e,2 + 2 ip, ¢, +g ip,2 + n{3 (31 ++ a.i,)¢

                                              T
    Q)i2' + 2 ipi diuo + h32A ¢E2 + n{3--//r±+ Oo', )¢ii2+E¢ifip2'+2¢,,i2} 2 '

the resulting stresses become as follows:

              (rl,iliz.-a):

          i-':Sum,iit/i,41c)g.81i''kruzi"tt)"}cos2o]'1/,,,,

         {-i -f-(- -S,r + -2,T)g -i- (f ,t. -i- igi/･)K}siR2e. )

              r$a):

         Y,1:lx!,liLdizi,e<),,l, ow-s i, %'.}..,,,], i ,,,,

              o' -t- (- ¢i'p2 - ¢2i) K} sin2 0, )

                   r                p==-,                   a

          ip2, ¢ii, ¢2! are represented by certain functions of

            il-/t･-.a-l- ig; n)･ f! =i r'37wwi'･

             Hn+i1i7ii), g!=:--]a-E+L a)(1-fl+i4+nai),

            i4+rzg-, )S' ip2 =S2 (-itav-- il-av) S'

       1+n+r-4-3)S, ¢2i=i(1pm"-i"'+3"nv-."+1$6!)S'

              oipi + ngi (ip,i + 2 ¢,i)

!2 + 2 ip1!¢ 21 + 2 ip21 2}

No.6

(23)

a '
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   It can easily be seen that, if in (24) and (25) above we put V= O, the

above solution reduces to the ordinary one which is due to K. Sezawa and

Professor G. Nishimura3). The effect of･Y on the stress distribution in the

plate is, so far as our numerical calculations have revealed, not desirable,

that is, it makes the maximum circumferential stress greater to a consider-

                                    ttable degree. 'The same thing is true in the case of the ring insertion.

This will be reserved for the subsequent paper. ' '

    Numerical examples will be given, in which we take a' mea=O.25
throughout. Three of numerical examples will be for n== ,u/pti=i.O,

                                                                '1/L5, 1/2.0. ･i. -'･ ･･ . ･ -
                        '                                                          '    Exarnple 1. We take

            pti == rt, a!=:a=='O.25, so' that Ei == E.

In this case equations (24) and'(25) r6duce to: ' ' ' '

  1) Stresses in the plate (r.>.=rma, or pumnd> 1):

           i),-T[o.s+{o.s+(--g'pi,56-i':tb2,-&4)}cos2o], '' 1

          Ezor=T(o.s+(-o.s-9,:2a-{}L4)cos2e], ･･ ' i

          r"-ex = T {- o.s + (- g･pO-,78 + 9･p2,34)} sin2e. .. j

  2) Stresses iB the plug (r;lll a, or p;sl; 1):

          i;･}ri=T[O.5+ {O.5+ (O. 078)}cos2e], ' k

          g)ti .,t T[o.s -f- {-- o.P+ (O. 469 p2 - 9: 078)}cos20], i'

           iJroi t- 1."{-O.5-i- Fg.234p2TO.078)}sin20I. . J

                                                         '
    In the above solution, the terms in parentheses( )express the effect

of the discrepancy between tangential displacements. If these terms are

suppressed, then the solution reduces to the one for an even plate with no

hole and no plug insertion, and the cited effect at the ' jttnct-ion entirely

disappears.

    Fig.5 shows the circumferential stress 0At at the junction, in which

the maximum stress is increased by 23. % compared with Chat of the ordinary
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   Fig. 6 shows the change in e"t along radius vectors for several angles

from the direction of edge forces, in which we see rapid convergences to

the values of the ordiRary solution.

   Example 2. We take

            It' =1.5pt, af ;==o==O.25, so that Ei == 1.5E.

In this case equations (24) and (25) reduce to:

 i) Stresses in the plate (r).. a, or p2ii 1):

           '            '
 rAr =- T[o. s -s- O',O..7i -i- {o. s -f- (tl}:)Ei3.3-3 - tblZ4) -i- (-Q'p9,4.un9 + O･p97mm9wu)}cos2 o), "

                                                                 i
 gio) ..t TCo.s-O'p97i+{- o.s -i- Q,'t-l,LZL4+(Q'p979)}cos2o], 1',

 rAo = T{-- o.s+(O'pi,i5 --- Q:pi,74)+ (-e･p925 +O･pO,7ww9)} sin2e. ,j

 2) Stresses in the plug (r;i{la, or p$ 1):

                       {}        ff)ti =f T CO. 571 + O. 559 + (O. 030), cos 2 0],

                       {}        0ti == T [O. 571 + - O. 559 + (O. 170p2 - O. 030) cos 2 0],

        rAti = T{-- O. 559 + (O. 085R2 - O. 03e)}sin 2 0.

   Example 3. We take

            pti == 2.0pt, ai == a == O. 25, so that Ei = 2. 0E.

In this case equations (24) and (25) reduce to:

 l) Stresses in the plate (rl).a, or p;l:l):

                                 ' F. =- T (o. s -i- O'p}, i5 + {o. s + (9:p-S-Ze - Ou:b?.n777) +(- Q)?.6.2 -i- Q=piO"7)},., 2 o],

  '                                          )} i e -: T [o. s - Q=p:i-?-5- + {- o. s + Q-rb-2,-7--7- + (- 9.?l/rm07 cos 2o],

 E)t = T {- o. s + (t'pl,,&5 -- 9tb&Z7) + (-- O'p9,31 + Q.=pl,im07)} sin 2 o.

 2) Stresses in the plug (r;Sa, or p-rm< 1):

            E)ti ==, T[O.615 + {O.593 -F (O.044)} cos20], ]
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            tiZt)i = T[O.615 + {- O. 593 + (O.240 p2 -O. 044)} cos20], (

             ;)oi = T{- o. sg3 + (o. i2o p2 -o. o44)} sin2o. I

The Iast terms in parentheses ( ) on the right-hand side in these equa-

tions express also the effect of the discrepancy between tangential displace-

ments at the junction of the plate and the plug. If these terms be suppressed,

all the above solutions reduce to the ordinary ones due to K. Sezawa and

G. Nishimura. Figs. 5,6 and 7 were drawn for illustration by the above

solutionS, Examples 1-3.

    From the standpoint of the total strain-energy of the elastic system,

the situation of the three kinds of solution is figuratively illustrated in

Flg. 2.
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at the junction of the plate is greater than that of the ordinary solution,

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In fact, it may naturally be ipferred that the

occurrence of the difference, V, between tangential displacements a£ the
junction in Fig. 4 results in greater maximum tensile stress than that in

Fig. 3, where no difference between tangential displacements occurs.

    Emphasis should be iaid on the meaning of the term "boundary condi-

tions." In such a boundary-value problem as the present one, we say

boundary conditions at infinity r=: oc, and at the junction r= a. The

former rnay, to be sure, be called boundary conditions, while the latter should

not be termed boundary conditlons in the true meaning of word. That is eo

say, in the former case our intuition decisively admits of the only one state of

given external forces. Contrarily, in the latter case we may assume many

possible, but at times plattsible, conditions. Our present solution may be

justified, when a certain amount of initial radial compression exists at the

junction of the plate and the plug, so that no radial tension may occur

there after strain. If there is no such initial compression, thena separation

at the juRction may easily occur after strain in the case of monocoque

construction. But, if a firm contact at the junction is secured by means of

welding or the like, theR no separation will occur in spite of the tensile

stress.
                                                ttt
    The possible behaviour of the elastic system at the neighbourhood of

the junction is in reality that the discrepancy between radial displacements

also occurs; that is to say, along some part of the circumference at the

                                   A"junction, the radial normal stress (rr or ptri) wili be a tension, whiie

along other part of it, this will be a compression. In the case of monocoque

construction, which is one of prevailing practices, the occurrence of such

behaviour is to be expected.

    In this respect, the pre$ent work would not represent the true and

possible state of the elastic system considered. But, it can point out at

least the unreasonableness of the ordinary solution in a certain case, and

the true maximum tensile stress will be greater than 1.23 T(Fig.4) owing

to the occurrence of the separation at the junction of the plate and the

plug. We have reason to assume, however, that the effect of the separa-

tion between radial displacements would be less than that between tangential

displacements. For Fig. 7 above indicates an insignificant change in the

radial normal stresses compared with those of the o]rdinary solution, and

moreover a Coker and Filon's treatment also suggests the same thing7).
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